
Datasheet

MOUNTING

L123A
CINEMA series

L123A is a U-bracket specifically designed for use with SUR-123 
surround speakers. L123A features vertical tilt function, fixed 
mounting hole patterns as well as 2-point 3D mounting pattern. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Functions Tilt
Pan

Wall mounting plate 480x90 mm

Load limit 45 kg

Dimensions 480x320x90 mm

Weight 2,26 kg

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Entrust mounting equipment to experienced professionals following 

current safety instructions. Improperly installed equipment can result in 
property damage, personal injury and/or liability to the installing contractor.

2. Always use safety cables to prevent equipment from falling during setup 
or while exploitation.

3. Carefully check the mounting surface of the wall. Make sure wall material 
can hold the weight of the speaker with the mounting added.

4. Make sure to securely fix all the mounting bolts. Loose bolts may become 
unscrewed with time due to vibration and create safety hazard.

Wall mount adapter
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Technical manual

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

MOUNTINGWA-25A
CINEMA series

WA-25A is a wall mount adapter with pan function, compatible 
with 5”x2,75” and VESA 75x75 and 100x100 mounting patterns. 
With a dual-axis pan function, WA-25A allows for precise position-
ing of the speaker on the wall.

Functions
Distance bracket
Pan
Tilt

Mounting holes
VESA 100x100 mm
VESA 75x75 mm
5” x 2,75”

Wall mounting plate 250x100 mm

Pan angle +180 deg / -180 deg

Tilt angle +5 deg/ -25 deg

Load limit 45 kg

Dimensions 250x251x115 mm

Weight 1,9 kg

1. Entrust mounting equipment to the experienced professionals follow-
ing current safety instructions. Improperly installed equipment can result in 
property damage, personal injury and/or liability to the installing contractor.

2. Always use safety cables to prevent equipment from falling during setup 
or while exploitation.

3. Carefully check the mounting surface of the wall. Make sure wall material 
can hold the weight of the speaker with the mounting added.

4. Make sure to securely fix all the mounting bolts. Loose bolts may become 
unscrewed with time due to vibration and create safety hazard.

Wall mount adapter

- Unscrew the upper M6x55 bolt and disassemble the WA-25A as 
shown on pic. 1 if is assembled.
- Install the wall assembly onto the wall using holes provided in wall 
plate (pic. 2) (Mounting bolts are not included). Arrow on the joint 
should be pointing UP.
- Install the speaker adapter onto the speaker with VESA 100x100 
or 75x75 mounting holes (pic. 3) (Mounting bolts are not included).
- Mount the speaker with speaker onto the wall assembly, until the 
support of the speaker adapter finds its rest on the M6 bolt of the 
wall assembly (pic.4).
- From this point on, speaker can be released as it doesn’t require 
any additional support (pic. 5).
- Tilt the speaker backwards, insert and screw the M6x55 hex bolt 
lossely into the socket. (pic. 6).
- Choose the appropriate tilt angle, and tighten both M6x55 bolts. 
(pic. 7).
- WA-25A may be reassembled to achieve shorter mounting 
distances (pic. 8).

Use DIN 911 5mm hexagonal wrench to operate pan and tilt angle 
bolts.
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MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY

1. By this warranty MAG Audio grants that all equipment 
manufactured under the MAG Cinema trademark is free from 
defects in material, components and factory workmanship 
under the normal use and maintenance for the time as 
specified below.
2. All warranty repairs and maintenance of MAG Cinema 
products shall be carried out at MAG Audio production sites 
or by MAG Audio authorized personnel.
3. Warranty period for all the MAG Cinema speakers is 7 
years from the date of purchase, unless explicitly specified.
4. Warranty repairs or maintenance will be performed only 
if a) MAG Cinema product was purchased from an official 
MAG Audio distributor / dealer and b) warranty card with 
specified serial number, production date, realization date, 
vendor’s signature and stamp is presented.
5. Warranty shall not cover following: damage caused by 
accident, misuse or failure to follow exploitation rules stated 
in technical manual; repairs performed by non-authorized 
personnel; mechanical damage caused by shipping 
accidents and normal tear and wear.
6. Warranty shall not be applicable to any product with 
defaced, removed, or modified serial number.
7. If your MAG Cinema product needs repairs or maintenance, 
contact your official MAG Audio distributor / dealer. Please 
do not ship your MAG Cinema product without prior 
authorization.

WARRANTY CARD

Serial NO

Production
date

Production
code

Signature

Stamp:

CONTACTS

2 Merezhna street, Bila Tserkva, Kiev region, 09112, Ukraine
Tel.\Fax: +38 044 277 47 89

e-mail: info@mag-cinema.com
www.mag-cinema.com

WA-25A - 1 pcs.
Item No. 00-0006155


